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We introduce a mathematical framework that allows to test the compatibility between di erential data and
knowledge on genetic and metabolic interactions Within this framework a behavioral model is represented by
a labeled oriented interaction graph its predictions can be compared to experimental data The comparison is
qualitative and relies on a system of linear qualitative equations derived from the interaction graph We show
how to partially solve the qualitative system how to identify incompatibilities between the model and the data
and how to detect competitions in the biological processes that are modeled This approach can be used for the
analysis of transcriptomic metabolic or proteomic data
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Introduction
Systems biology  models and data The eld
of systems biology appeared as a response to in
creasing need for analytical approaches in molec
ular biology  Its goals include modeling interac
tions understanding the behaviour of a system
from the interplay of its components confronting
the prediction of the model to data and inferring
models from data  Solutions to these challenges
are often interdisciplinary 
The dynamical framework includes simulations
and prediction of behaviours models can be ei
ther qualitative or quantitative as reviewed in
de Jong  Chaves et al   King et al 
  A rst approach makes use of continuous
models the concentrations of products are mod
eled by continuous functions of time governed
by dierential equations  This framework allows
one to state biological properties of networks
eventually by using simulation software Bakker
et al  	 Eisenthal and CornishBowden 	
Tyson et al   Mendes 	 Tomita et al 
 
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	  The properties of continuous models can
be studied with convex analysis linear and non
linear control techniques Fell 	 Heinrich and
Schuster 	
  Papin et al   Angeli et al 
  Stochastic models transform reaction rates
into probabilities and concentrations into num
bers of molecules allowing to understand how
noise inuences a system Rao et al   Kaern
et al    Finally in the discrete models each
component is assumed to have a small number
of qualitative states and the regulatory interac
tions are described by discrete functions  Rele
vant discrete frameworks can be boolean Kau
man 	 Sanchez and Thiery 	 logical
Karp et al  	
 Reiser et al  	 or Petri
networks Matsuno et al   Chaouiya et al 
  The bridge between continuous and dis
crete models is made by piecewise linear dier
ential models de Jong et al   Ghoshn and
Andomlin  
Each of these methods addresses in comple
mentary ways dynamical properties such as the
existence of attractors limit cycles or steady
states and the behavior of these with respect to
changes in the parameters Thomas 	 Soule
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 Chaves et al    They represent power
ful tools to acquire a ne grained knowledge of the
system at hand but they need accurate data on
chemical reactions kinetics or qualitative informa
tion  These data are scarcely available  Further
more these methods are also computationally de
manding and their practical use is restricted to a
limited number of variables 
Model identication addresses a dierent ob
jective that is to form or modify a model con
sistently with a set of data  A rst frame
work for identication consists in building mod
els from scratch using statistical techniques such
as bayesian networks Kaminski and Friedman
 Nachman et al   or kernels Yaman
ishi et al   these are particularly accurate
when large amounts of data are available  An
other ecient approach formalizes a priori knowl
edge as partially specied models  Fitting mod
els to data is obtained by means of various tech
niques depending on the class of models that
can be discrete Bay et al   Zupan et al 
	 Bryant et al  	 Reiser et al  	
continuous Batt et al   Boyer and Viari
 King et al   or hybrid Calzone et al 
 Langley et al    Qualitative reason
ing hybrid system constraint programming or
modelchecking allow either to identify a subset
of active processes explaining experimental time
series data Bay et al   Zupan et al  	
Bryant et al  	 Reiser et al  	 or to cor
rect the models and infer some parameters from
data Batt et al   ChabrierRivier et al 
  The identication methods are limited to
a few dozen components  Model correction or
parameter regression can cope with up to hun
dreds of products ChabrierRivier et al  
provided that the biomolecular mechanisms and
supplied kinetic data are accurate enough 
Steady state shift experiments and mi
croarray data Qualitative data such as DNA
microarrays data cannot be easily used in most
of the frameworks described above for two main
reasons  First the modelbased identication ap
proach has diculties to take into account the
errors and the variability that commonly aect
measured expression levels in DNA microarrays 
Secondly time series data is not easily available
and in many situations for instance disease stud
ies on clinical tissues microarrays provide static
data meaning that they inform more on steady
state shifts under perturbations than on the dy
namics of the system 
In this paper we develop a mathematical
framework that allows us to check the compat
ibility between gene expression and metabolite
concentrations dierential data and a graphical
model for the interactions among the measured
products metabolites and genes  If incompati
bility is found we propose corrections to data or
to the model  Our mathematical results connect
network topology and the response to steady state
shift experiments  Steady state shift experiments
are useful tools in chemistry allowing in princi
ple to recover the reaction mechanisms Chevalier
et al  	  We argue that similar approaches
are well adapted to dierential microarray exper
iments which compare gene expressions between
two dierent states 
In our approach DNA microarrays are inter
preted as qualitative data we only consider the
sign of the dierence in the expression levels
among the two situations  Additionally we can
consider qualitative data on metabolites pro
vided by biochemical measurements 
Biological literature is rich in knowledge about
interactions between molecules  This information
is scattered in many publications and it is not
globally compared to the results of large scale ex
periments  A reason is the diculty to trans
late the biological knowledge into models this
requires further information on chemical kinetic
parameters and mechanisms 
In our models we do not need such details  We
simply use the biological information to build a
labeled oriented graph interaction graph  The
nodes of this graph represent molecules such as
mRNA proteins or metabolites  The edges rep
resent interactions labeled by their sign  Edge
signs can be interpreted dynamically a  on
an edge between A and B means that an increase
of the concentration of A increases the rate of
production of B  A   on an edge stands for
a decreasing eect  The necessary information to
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build such a graph can be collected either from in
teraction databases or can be manually extracted
from the literature Calvano et al   
Restricting ourselves to a qualitative frame
work allows us to compose the interaction rules
but it also tolerates redundancies  Particularly
we can include in the model information on indi
rect interactions that is the modeler can add an
edge for A to B as soon as he knows that varia
tions of A aect the variations of B even if the
underlying mechanism is not known 
Qualitative analysisWe present a formal anal
ysis of interaction graphs based on a mathemati
cal model that allows to confront the interaction
graph and qualitative data 
We suppose that the dynamics of the system
can be described by a system of dierential equa
tions  An experiment is modeled as a steady
state shift of the dierential dynamical system 
We perform transformations on the dierential
system that allow to connect the variations of
products in a linear system  The quantitative
system generalizes the discrete Laplace equation
on graphs  Like for the Laplace equation we
solve the linear Dirichlet problemChung and
Yau  Soardi 	 Campanino and Petri
tis   We also solve the nonlinear Dirichlet
problem this means relating the interior values
to the values on the entrance boundary of the ori
ented graph even when the products variations
are large 
We further suppose that experimental informa
tion on products is qualitative that is we can
nd out if the concentration of a product has in
creased it has decreased or it has not changed
signicantly  In order to exploit this information
qualitative models are derived from the interac
tion graph and from the dierential dynamics we
transpose the quantitative equations into a linear
qualitative system in the sign algebra Kuipers
	 TraveMassuyes and Dague   Pro
vided that the signs of the interactions are con
stant for states within the range of experimental
variations the linear qualitative system applies to
both small and large variations of the products 
We have developed several complementary
methods to analyze the system of qualitative
equations and to test whether experimental data
are solutions of the system 
 The graph valuation algorithm is an auto
mated method to partially or totally solve
the qualitative system of equations  When
there is no solution incompatibilities be
tween the model and the data are detected
as well as the place where these incompat
ibilities occur  When a solution exists the
algorithm predicts the signs of variations of
products that have not been measured 
 The essential balance computation allows us
to detect the variables in the system that
are inuenced by competitive pathways and
to nd which pathway wins the competi
tion  Eventually this computation detects
the presence of errors in the data 
The modeling and the algorithms will be illus
trated on a simplied model of regulated lipoge
nesis in liver  Then we apply the algorithm to
an extended model of lipogenesis  With these al
gorithms we are able to validate or correct data
and models  Also they serve to emphasize prod
ucts and pathways that have biological dynamic
interest  Further improvements of the algorithms
such as coding of qualitative equations over Ga
lois elds and applying them to models containing
hundreds of products will be presented elsewhere
Veber et al   
This paper is organized as follows  In Sec
tion 	 we describe our working example which
is the regulation of lipogenesis in liver  Section
 is devoted to modeling assumptions  We in
troduce the mathematical concepts and we show
how the qualitative equations can be obtained 
We detail in Section  two methods to solve the
system of qualitative equations derived in Sec
tion   Section  is devoted to an independent
method for analyzing incompatibilities and com
petitions  Section  presents the application of
the algorithm to an extended model of lipogene
sis 
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 Working example  regulation of the
synthesis of fatty acids
Gene regulation associated with fatty acid syn
thesis in liver is our working example  The cor
responding interactions are intricate and involve
hundreds of molecules  By way of illustration
we have kept as nodes of our illustrative model
only the most important biological molecules and
their intermediates  The choice of the observed
molecules was not optimized we shall see how
our analysis suggests improvements on it 
Two ways of production of fatty acids coexist
in liver  Saturated and monounsaturated fatty
acids are produced from citrates due to the pres
ence of a metabolic pathway composed of four
enzymes namely ACL ATP citrate liase ACC
acetylCoenzyme A carboxylase FAS fatty
acid synthase and SCD	 StearoylCoA desat
urase 	  Polyunsaturated fatty acids PUFA
such as arachidonic acid and docosahexaenoic
acid are synthesized from essential fatty acids
provided by nutrition DD Delta Desaturase
and D
D Delta
 Desaturase catalyze the key
steps of the synthesis of PUFA 
PUFAs play pivotal roles in many biological
functions  They regulate the expression of genes
that impact on lipid carbohydrate and protein
metabolism  The eects of PUFA are mediated
directly or indirectly as shown in the following ex
amples  Direct eects are due to bindings leading
to changes in the transactivating activity of nu
clear receptors PPAR   peroxisome proliferator
activated receptors LXR   LiverXReceptor  
HNF   Indirect eects result in changes in
the abundance of regulatory transcription factors
SREBP	c  sterol regulatory element binding
protein ChREBP etc  Jump  
Variables in the model We have considered
in our model the transcription factors PPAR 
LXR  and SREBP	c denoted by PPAR LXR
SREBP as they are synthesized from the cor
responding genes  We have included the trans
activating active forms of these nuclear recep
tors LXRa denoting a complex LXR RXR 
PPARa complex PPAR RXR  and SREBPa
cleaved form of SREBP	c  We have also con
sidered SCAP SREBP cleavage activating pro
tein a key enzyme involved in the cleavage of
SREBP	c  SCAP interacts with another family
of proteins called INSIG showing the complex
ity of molecular mechanism  We have included
PUFA to symbolize metabolites  Finally we have
considered the enzymes ACL ACC FAS SCD	
implied in the fatty acid synthesis from citrate
and DD D
D implied in PUFA synthesis 
Interactions in the model Relations between
the variables are as following  SREBPa is an ac
tivator of the transcription of ACL ACC FAS
SCD	 DD and D
D Nara et al   Jump
  LXRa is an activator of the transcription
of SREBP and FAS  It also indirectly activates
ACL ACC and SCD	 Steensen and Gustafs
son   These indirect actions are kept in the
model because we dont know whether they are
only SREBPmediated 
PUFA activates the formation of PPARa from
PPAR  It inhibits the formation of LXRa from
LXR  It also inhibits the formation of SREBPa
by inducing the degradation of mRNA and in
hibiting the cleavage Jump   SCAP repre
sents the activators of the formation of SREBPa
from SREBP  SCAP is inhibited by PUFA 
PPAR directly activates the transcription of
SCD	 DD D
D Miller and Ntambi 	

Tang et al   Matsuzaka et al   
The activation of SCD	 DD and D
D by both
SREBP and PPAR is paradoxical because fatty
acid synthesis partially governed by SREBP
and oxidation partially induced by PPAR are
antagonistic in liver  Nevertheless PUFA have a
regulatory role in oxidation  Hence the induc
tion of DD and D
D gene by PPAR could be
a compensatory response to the increased PUFA
demand caused by induction of fatty acid oxida
tion 
Working data set  virtual fasting protocol
Our goal is to test whether data can t properly
with the full knowledge on the system  Such data
can be an experimental set that have to be ana
lyzed  It could also simply be a set of hypothetical
data whose coherence have to be tested  Here
our working data set is inspired by the results
of fasting extracted from literature as described
hereafter modied so that a potential error is in
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troduced 
A compilation of recent literature on lipogene
sis regulation indicates that SREBP ACL ACC
FAS and SCD	 decline in liver during the fasted
state in rodents Liang et al   this state is
characterized by an inhibition of fatty acid syn
thesis and an activation of the fatty acid oxida
tion  However Tobin et al Tobin et al  
showed that fasting rats for h increased the
hepatic LXR mRNA and Matsuzaka et al Mat
suzaka et al   observe no dierence in ei
ther the hepatic DD or D
D mRNA level be
tween fasted and reefed mouse livers  Moreover
PUFA levels can be considered to be increased in
liver following starvation because of the impor
tant lipolysis from adipose tissue as shown by Lee
et al in mice after h fasting Lee et al   
So we dene our working data as results from
a virtual experimentation on fasted animals com
pared to fed state and on which the hepatic
mRNA of dierent genes could be quantied for
example by DNA microarray analysis and the
variation of hepatic PUFA could be measured
by biochemical analysis  Hence we assume that
ACL LXR PPAR and PUFA increase while
SREBP ACC FAS and SCD	 are supposed to
decrease in response to the fasting  We also as
sume that DD and D
D are unchanged  By do
ing this we voluntarily introduce a data that does
not t with results appearing in the literature
ACL should decline instead of inclining  This er
ror is introduced to test whether the analyze is
able to notice it and possibly correct it or not 
 Steady state shift  qualitative descrip
tion
We justify here the approach and impose some
applicability limits  The basic mathematical ob
ject is a qualitative graph called the interaction
graph  This graph represents the present knowl
edge on interactions for the biological process un
der study  Experimental data give variations of
the concentrations of some molecules between two
external conditions  The corresponding nodes
of the interaction graph will be called observed
nodes 
Dierential model The model describes the in
teractions between a set of molecules indexed by
a set I  f	     ng  The concentration of the
molecule indexed by i is X
i
  The quantity
dX
i
dt
denotes the speed of variation of X
i
 
We assume that the various concentrations in
volved in the model evolve according to a dier
ential dynamics  The set of control parameters of
the dynamics is denoted by P  The state vector
X  X
 
     X
n
 satises a dierential equation
dX
dt
 FXP
 Interaction graph
Qualitative graph The set of nodes I  fEg
gathers all the molecules I in the model together
with an extra generic node E to represent the ex
terior world 
The set of edges A  I  fEg  I  fEg
contains oriented edges joining j to i whenever
 F
i
 X
j
   This description implies that the inter
action graph contains no multiarcs  Addition
ally the set A contains edges from the exterior
world E to I specifying which are the entrance
nodes of the system  If there is an edge from E to
i  I  the node i is potentially aected by nodes
that are not included in the model  If there is no
edge between E and i then the node i is supposed
to be inuenced only by I   Specifying these edges
is an important modeling hypothesis 
The interaction graph M  I  fEg A s is
signed by the sign function sj i  sign
 F
i
 X
j
 
f g and weighted by the interaction coecient
aj i 
 F
i
 X
j
  Notice that the sign function sj i
is state dependent it depends on the variables X
and P  We suppose that sj i does not change
within domains of experimental interest 
Exterior and parameters The extra generic
node E exterior world represents molecules that
are not included in the model and that interact
with the molecules in the model  P include exter
nal conditions such as food temperature stress
or internal conditions such as particularities of
individual organisms mutations etc 
The only dierence between E and P is dynam
ical  Indeed E is rigorously a dynamical variable
while P is xed during dynamics  From a static
perspective E and the parameters P represent
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variables that may shift the steady state of the
model  Throughout this paper we shall consider
that there is no direct eect of P on the nodes of
G all inuences arrive via the exterior E   This
modeling hypothesis applies to the analyzed ex
ample  It can be lifted with minor changes  If the
modeler judges this assumption to be not reason
able he can just add a nondynamical variables
P and connect them to the nodes that are directly
inuenced 
Extracting an interaction graph from bio
logical facts described in the literature In
tuitively an arc j  i describes the alteration
of the speed of variation of the product i when
the concentration of j is modied  We build the
interaction graph associated to a given biological
question from the biological literature  More pre
cisely we consider an edge from j to i in the graph
when experimentation in a paper shows that the
production of i is modied after a change in the
concentration of j 
The interaction graph is supplied with nega
tive selfinteraction on all nodes of the graph im
plying si i    for any i in the absence of
additional positive selfregulation  These result
for instance from degradation processes or from
growth induced dilution  It will be shown Theo
rem  
 of section  that negative selfinteraction
ensures the existence of a steady state 
Such an interaction graph might be incomplete
it is not necessary to gather all the biological facts
in a model  Actually we intend to understand
whether experimental data ts with the theoret
ical model or not 
Example  fasting protocol Fig For the
biological problem used as an illustration we
consider a model M  I  fEg A s with ver
tices I  fPUFA LXR LXRa PPAR PPAR
a SREBP SREBPa SCAP ACL ACC FAS
SCD	 DD D
Dg  The interaction graph M
is shown in Fig 	  It is obtained by translat
ing the biological information given in Sec  	 
As an example since the active form of LXR
that is LXRa is an activator of the transcrip
tion of SREBP we consider an edge from LXR
a to SREBP labeled by   We also consider
a positive edge from SREBP to its active form
SREBPa since increasing the concentration of
SREBP should increase the concentration of its
active form  There is a positive edge from LXR
a to ACL because of the activation of ACL by
the active form of LXR  Notice that this action is
taken into account even if it is indirect no detail
on this action exists in the literature a possible
mechanism for this action involves SREBP as an
intermediate as described by the path LXRa 
SREBP  SREBPa ACL  However since we
dont know whether the action of LXR on ACL is
only SREBPmediated the modeler has decided
to keep an additional edge from LXR to ACL
redundant with the path containing SREBP 
Paths and loops on graph A path j   i
is a sequence of nodes fi
 
 i

     i
p
g such that
i
k
 i
k 
  A i
 
 j and i
p
 i  The nodes
of a path are visited just once  Let the path in 
uence a
j i
denote the product of interaction
coecients along a path
a
j i

Q
kp 
k 
ai
k
 i
k 

The sign of the path is sj   i  signa
j i
 
A loop is a path with identical terminal nodes
i
 
 i
p
  In a loop all nodes are visited just once
excepting the terminal nodes 
Analyzed subgraph observed nodes The
subset of the nodes in the model on which we
perform the analysis is denoted by G  I   The
nodes in G inherit the connections from M  
The set of observed nodes will be denoted as O 
One can dene the nodes variations X
i
 i  O
given by experimental data on O  The sign of
these variations is denoted by sX
i
 
In our example we consider G  I   Only some
nodes are observed  The variations of observed
nodes are shown in Fig 	 
O  fPPARLXRACLACC SREBP
FAS SCD	PUFADDD
Dg
Entrance boundary The analyzed subgraph G
is naturally partitioned into two subsets the en
trance boundary of G and the interior nodes 
The entrance boundary of G denoted inG is
formed by all the nodes of G that are supposed
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PPAR  [+]
PPAR-a
PUFA  [+]
ACL  [+]
LXR-a
SREBP-a
SCAP
D5D  [0]
D6D  [0] ACC  [-]FAS  [-] SCD1  [-]
LXR  [+]
EXT
SREBP  [-]
Figure 	  Interaction graph A for a model M  I A s of regulation of the synthesis of fatty acids  The
node EXT stands for E and represents the exterior world  Selfregulation loops on nodes are omitted for
sake of clarity  Observed variations are sPPAR   sPUFA   sLXR   sSREBP   
sSCD	    sFAS    sACL  sACC    sDD   sD
D   
to have entering connections from the outside

in
G  fi  G j j  I  fEg nG
j i  Ag
The set of interior nodes is denoted

G  GninG 
Notice that when G  I  the entrance bound
ary is entirely made of those nodes that have con
nections from E  
In the model M of our working example the
analyzed subgraph is I   Its entrance boundary is
inI  fPPAR LXRPUFAg 
Predecessors We denote by predi the set of
predecessors of i predi  fj  I  fEg j 
i j i  Ag 
 Qualitative linear equations
Steady state shift In our approach we suppose
that the waiting time after a change of the pa
rameters is sucient for the biological system to
reach steady state 
Steady states are characterized by
F XP   	
The steady state shift is the result of a change
in the control parameters P  In our example fast
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ing is the only control parameter  Experimental
data are interpreted as variations between two
steady states of the variables associated with ob
served nodes 
This point of view which is assumed in the
rest of the paper is not correct in all situations 
It cannot be assumed for time series where obser
vations are made at relatively close instants  In
such a situation it is not true that the system
has reached steady state at each instant when it
is observed  For our example this hypothesis is
justied since data come from metabolism of ani
mals that where kept under normal diet or fasted
during a long time before the measurements  Fur
thermore we should check carefully if the system
is not capable of autonomous oscillations limit
cycles in which case steady state again can not
be reached 
Small variation and selfsusceptivityWe dif
ferentiate Eq 	 in order to understand how the
steady state changes for small changes in the pa
rameters  For a node i  I one gets the equation
 F
i
 X
i
X
i

P
j i
 F
i
 X
j
X
j

P
k
 F
i
 P
k
P
k
 
We can notice that if
 F
i
 X
j
  and j  i if and
only if there is an edge from j to i in the interac
tion graph that is j  predi  Let us consider
a node i such that
 F
i
 P
k
  the production or
the consumption of X
i
does not depend directly
on the parameters 
Property 
Let us consider a system whose steady state de
pends on the parameters  Let i be a node that
satises the following conditions
 the node i is not directly inuenced by the
parameters all inuences come via its pre
decessors i e 
 F
i
 P
k
 

 
 F
i
 X
i

 
then the variation in i can be entirely calculated
from the variations in the predecessors nodes
X
i
  

F
i
X
i

 
X
kpredi
ak iX
k
 
Using a mechanical analogy 
i
  
 
 F
i
 X
i

can
be called selfsusceptivity it is the ratio between
the force produced by the predecessors of i and
the variation in i  As discussed there are al
ways eects that produce selfsusceptivity degra
dation growth induced dilution selfregulation 
The variation X
i
can be calculated from the
force exerted by the predecessors only if the
selfsusceptivity 
i
is nonzero  A zero self
susceptivity would represent a nongeneric case
when the sum of all these eects cancel exactly 
Sign algebra If we only know the signs of the
variations and of the interaction coecients we
intend to nd the relations between the signs of
the variations and the signs of the interaction co
ecients  To do so we transcribe Eq  into the
sign algebra  Remind that sX
i
 stands for the
sign of the variation of X
i
 
The sign algebra is dened as the set S of sub
sets of f g that is
S  ffg fg f g fg f g
f g f gg
We denote by   f g the subset standing
for an undetermined sign 
The set S is then provided with the sum and
product rules dened on singletons as follows
fg f g  fg fg  fg
fg fg  fg f g f g  f g
f g fg  f g fg  f g  f g
fg  fg  fg f g  f g  fg
fg  fg  fg f g  fg  fg
These rules are extended to S by the union rule
A  B  C  A C  B  C 
An equality in an equation means that the sign
corresponding to the l h s  left hand side and
the sign of the r h s  right hand side have a
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non empty intersection Kuipers 	 Trave
Massuyes and Dague  
Generalization to large variations Eq  rep
resents a dierential constraint that should be
satised by small variations of the concentra
tions X
i
  Naturally we may ask whether there is
also a constraint among large variations  This is
equivalent to asking whether there is any globally
dened function relating the value X
i
to the con
centrations of its predecessors that we denote by
the vector

X
i
  If there is no direct inuence of
the parameters P on X
i
 stationarity of X
i
reads
F
i
X
i


X
i
   
We have the following
Property 
If
 F
i
 X
i
  C C   if there is no direct inu
ence of P on X
i
and if F
i


X
i
   then there
is a function 
i
 R
n
i

 R n
i
being the num
ber of predecessors of i such that X
i
  
i


X
i
 
The dierential of  
i
is
d 
i
  
F
i
X
i

 
X
jpredi
F
i
X
j
dX
j

Now let us suppose that the steady state shifts
from the vector X
 
to the vector X

and that the
projection of the steady state onto the predeces
sors of i shifts from

X
i 
to

X
i
  In order
to obtain the variation of X
i
it is enough to in
tegrate the dierential of  
i
on a segment C
 
connecting

X
i 


X
i

!X
i

Z
C
  
 
F
i
X
i

 
X
jpredi
F
i
X
j
dX
j


Qualitative system of equations Transcribing
Eq   in the sign algebra provides the following
result 
Theorem 	
Supposing that the conditions of Property 	 	
are satised and supposing that the signs of
 F
i
 X
j
 
i


X
i


X
i
 are constant on the segment
C
 
 then the signs of nite variations of steady
state variables are connected by
s!X
i

X
kpredi
sk is!X
k
 
Remark Although the ends of the segment C
 
are steady states there is no reason for the interior
points to fulll stationarity equations they ful
ll only one of the stationarity equations namely
Eq   Nevertheless supposing that the absolute
values of the derivatives
 F
i
 X
j
are bounded which
is a natural modeling assumption it follows from
Eq  that the excursion of  
i
and therefore of
X
i
is bounded when

X
i
describes the segment
C
 
  This means that the segment C
 
corre
sponds to a range of states reasonably close to the
experimental range thus justifying the modeling
assumption concerning the signs  This reasoning
warns against the naive interpretation of interac
tion signs that assumes constancy of these signs
over arbitrary ranges of the concentrations  The
problem is not trivial and should be considered
carefully 
Example Theorem   provides the following
equations for the working exampleM for ease of
notations s!A is denoted as A  One can apply
Theorem   because the selfsusceptivities are
positive in the absence of positive selfregulation 
Nodes i that satisfy the hypothesis of Theo
rem   are those which are not connected to the
exterior world E implying that the rst condition
is satised 
System  
  PPARa  PPAR  PUFA
  LXRa  PUFA  LXR
  SREBP  LXRa
  SREBPa SREBP  SCAP PUFA
 	 ACL LXRa  SREBPa  PUFA
 
 ACC LXRa  SREBPa  PUFA
  FAS LXRa  SREBPa  PUFA
  SCD  LXRa  SREBPa  PUFA  PPARa
  SCAP PUFA
  D	D PPARa  SREBPa  PUFA
  D
D  PPARa  SREBPa  PUFA
Known values are the following
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Values 
PPAR  PUFA  LXR  SREBP  SCD 
FAS  ACL  ACC  DD  DD 
	 In
uences and their transmission ac
ross a boundary
In order to analyze data we need to transform
the qualitative system derived in Theorem   to
obtain a system where the variables are functions
of a xed set of variables  In general this kind
of system transformation in the sign algebra is a
NPcomplete problem Dormoy 	 
In the following paragraphs we show that quan
titatively this operation is equivalent to solving
the Dirichlet problem for a discrete operator on
the interaction graph  A solution to the Dirichlet
problem can be found under mild conditions  We
use this result for deriving a large class of qual
itative systems 
Transmission of in
uences on graphs One
can read Eq  as the propagation of inuence on
the interaction graph the concentration variation
of the molecule i is an average of the inuences
from its predecessors  Let us dene as follows the
discrete operator L  RI  RI 
LX
i
 X
i


F
i
X
i

 
X
kpredi
ak iX
k



Then Eq  reads LX   which is analogous
to the Laplace equation on graphs  Let us re
mind that the Laplace equation fullls an analo
gous property the value of an harmonic function
satisfying the Laplace equation in a node is the
average of the values of the function on the pre
decessors of this node 
The analogy can be pushed further as one may
try to dene the inuence of the boundary on an
interior point question known as the Dirichlet
problem Chung and Yau  
Laplace equations on graphs were intensively
studied in connection to electrical networks and
random walks on undirected graphs Soardi
	  Let us notice that our model describes
propagation of inuence on oriented graphs  This
could be related to random walks on oriented
graphs  Nevertheless the propagation opera
tors resulting from random walks have negative
nondiagonal elements Campanino and Petritis
 while in our case there are no such con
straints on the signs of the interactions  Little
is known on the properties of random walks on
oriented graphs  For instance it is not known
whether the solution to the Dirichlet problem
has a representation in terms of stopped random
walks or not  The connection between propaga
tion of inuences and random walks on oriented
graphs could thus be protable both for biology
and for applied mathematics 
In
uence of the boundary on the interior
From now we x a subnetwork G  I of the
model  We have already dened the entrance
boundary inG formed by all the nodes of G
that are supposed to have entering connections
from the outside  The set of interior nodes was
denoted

G  G n inG 
By dierentiating the components of Eq 	 cor
responding only to the interior nodes of G one
gets for every i 

G
P
j

G
 F
i
 X
j
X
j

P
kinG
 F
i
 X
k
X
k

P
lInG
 F
i
 X
l
X
l

 F
i
 P
P  
Noticing that
 F
i
 X
l
  for all i 

G  l  I nG
and assuming that
 F
i
 P
  for all i 

G it follows
	i 

G
X
j

G
F
i
X
j
X
j
  
X
kinG
F
i
X
k
X
k


Eq  is the starting point for the proof of the
following theorem details can be found in the
Appendix
Theorem  Linear Dirichlet solution
Let G be a subgraph of I   Let

A be the restriction
of the jacobian of F to the interior nodes

A
ij

 F
i
 X
j
 i j 

G  Let us suppose that
 det

A  
 there is no direct inuence of the parame
ters on the interior nodes of G i e 
 X
i
 P
k
 
	i 

G 
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Then the response of i 

G to small changes on
the boundary of G is given by
X
i

X
jinG
X
j iP

G
a
j i

C
j i
X
j
 
with the following notations
 P

G
denotes the set of paths included in G
starting on the boundary and that do not
return to the boundary P

G
 fj   i 
i
 
 j     i
k
     i
p
 i i
k
	 inG 	k 
	g

 a
j i

Q
p 
k 
ai
k
 i
k 




C
j i
  	
l
kj i
 
det

A
det

A
fkj ig
c
denotes
the path modulus of the internal path
kj  i where
 kj 

G is the second node after j of
the path j   i

 l
kj i
is the length of the path kj 
i i e  the number of arcs

 det

A
fkj ig
c
is the principal minor
obtained by eliminating all the lines
and all the columns whose indices are
in the path kj  i from the jacobian

A  Conventionally if the resulting mi
nor is empty we choose it equal to one
det

A

G
c
 	 
If kj  i the path modulus becomes the
node modulus

C
i
  
det

A
det

A
fig
c
 
If we consider G  fig  predi to be the set
of a predecessors of a node i we obtain the Prop
erty  	 as a corollary 
 Moduli and sign algebra
Path modulus Eq  describes the inuence on
an interior node of variations on the boundary  j
acts with a force a
j i
X
j
on the node i along the
path j   i  This force is bigger when the product
of interaction coecients
 F
i
k 
 X
i
k
along the path is
bigger 

C
kj i
is the ratio force"response and there
fore can be called path modulus  According to
Theorem   the contribution to the modulus
comes only from the internal part of the path
kj   i  If the internal part reduces to a point
kj  i meaning that the path from j to i is a
direct arc then the contribution to the modulus
comes from the node i only the path modulus
becomes node modulus  A large path or node
modulus implies a small response at the end of
the path even if the force is big  Therefore the
modulus can be related to sensitivity 
Signs of moduli One way to test the com
patibility between microarray data and interac
tion models is to compare predicted and observed
signs of the variations  In order to do so we need
to know the signs of the path moduli  The fol
lowing property is very useful
Property 
If the interior of the subgraph G contains no pos
itive loops then all internal path moduli

C
kj i
and node moduli

C
i
in Theorem 	  are strictly
positive 
If G has no positive selfloops than all the self
susceptivities 
i
are positive 
Following a reasoning similar to the one lead
ing to Property   and to Theorem   and us
ing Property   and Theorem   we can write
down under some conditions linear qualitative
equations valid for large variations 
Let

X
G


X
G
be the set of variables internal to
G and on the entrance boundary respectively 
If the parameters P have direct inuence on the
interior of G then the stationarity equations for
G non linear Dirichlet problem read
F
G


X
G


X
G
   
where F
G
is the restriction of F to G 
Let us suppose that steady state shifts from
X
 
to X

and that the projection of the steady
state onto the boundary variables shifts from

X
 
to

X

 
Then we obtain see Appendix the following
Theorem 
Suppose that
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 the parameter variations have no direct in
uence on the interior of G i e 
 F
i
 P
k
 
	i 

G

 the restriction of the Jacobian of F to

G is
nonsingular

 the interaction graph has no positive loops
in the interior of G

 the restriction of F to G has the form
F
G
 

G


X
G


X
G
  #
G

X
G
	
where 

G
is bounded and satises


G
i
    X
i
     

X
G
  	i 

G
		
and #
G
is a diagonal matrix with positive
entries

Then there is a function  
G
such that

X
G

 
G


X
G
 gives the unique solution of the non
linear Dirichlet problem Eq  
If furthermore the signs sj   i of the path
inuences from the boundary to the interior point
i are constant for

X
G
on a segment connecting

X
 
G


X

G
and

X
G
  
G


X
G
 then the signs of
the nite variations of the internal variables X
i
satisfy the following relation for every i 

G
s!X
i
 
X
jinG
X
j iP

G
sj   is!X
j

	
Remark The decomposition in Eq 	 corre
sponds to a regulation term 

G
and to a lin
ear dissipation term #
G

X
G
  The condition Eq 		
naturally connes the dynamics to positive con
centrations  A remark similar to the one for The
orem   holds as to the boundedness of the varia
tions of

X
G
when the boundary variables describe
the segment from

X
 
to

X

 
	 Model and data compatibility
In this section we introduce two methods of
qualitative analysis of biological systems and ex
perimental data  These methods use the sys
tems of qualitative equations generated by Theo
rem   
Nevertheless Theorem  
 can be used to gen
erate other systems of qualitative equations  In
deed it is enough to consider any covering of the
network I by subgraphs fG
j
g
j p
  Then the
Eq  	 written for all nodes i  G
j
and for all sub
graphs G
j
provide another system of qualitative
equations 
Hence even if algorithms for incompatibility
are presented for system 	 in this section they
can be easily adapted for another system of qual
itative equations as well 
	 Solving qualitative systems
Let us recall the qualitative equations provided
by Theorem  
System 
  PPARa  PPAR  PUFA
  LXRa  PUFA  LXR
  SREBP  LXRa
  SREBPa SREBP  SCAP PUFA
 	 ACL LXRa  SREBPa  PUFA
 
 ACC LXRa  SREBPa  PUFA
  FAS LXRa  SREBPa  PUFA
  SCD  LXRa  SREBPa  PUFA  PPARa
  SCAP PUFA
  D	D PPARa  SREBPa  PUFA
  D
D  PPARa  SREBPa  PUFA
PPAR PUFA LXR SREBP SCD
FAS ACL ACC D	D D
D
Compatible system A valuation of the qual
itative system is called compatible if it satises
	  all nodes are determined have values dif
ferent from 
  all the observed nodes are given the ob
served values
  the qualitative Eqs   are fullled 
Solving the qualitative system means nding all
compatible valuations  If there is no compatible
valuation the system is said to be incompatible 
The interest of nding compatible valuations
lies in the following property any solution of the
quantitative system provides a compatible valu
ation  Consequently the incompatibility of the
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qualitative system implies that the quantitative
system is incompatible as well  This immediately
indicates a contradiction between the model and
the observations  Furthermore the signs corre
sponding to a solution of the quantitative system
should be given by one of the solutions of the
qualitative system 
Let us notice that when the system is compat
ible the number of compatible valuations can be
big and this could bring very limited information
on the biological system  In general we would
like to know which kind of information one can
extract from compatible valuations  In order to
do this an useful concept is the following notion
of competition 
Competitions We say that there is a competi
tion or a balance on a node i if the right side of
the Eq  is equal to   The biological inter
pretation of this indetermination is that the node
i is submitted to competitive actions of dierent
signs  An example is provided by the node LXRa
in the working example that satises
PUFA  
LXR  
LXRa    PUFA  LXR  
Determining the sign of the balanced node says
which paths win the competition  If the varia
tion of the balanced node is zero we say that the
competition is neutral  If this variation is nega
tive positive we say that the negative positive
paths win the competition or that the compe
tition leans toward the negative positive direc
tion  The information on competitions has bio
logical interest because it replaces undetermined
actions by determined ones and facilitates the un
derstanding of the interaction graph 
In the next subsections we use simple rules of
qualitative algebra to solve System 	 and extract
information on competitions  Then we propose
an algorithmic approach to solve the system ob
tained from Theorem   by using these rules sys
tematically  Algorithmic methods related to com
petitions are detailed in Section  
	 Hand solving of qualitative equations
Let us solve System 	 by using the rules of the
sign algebra and the following computation rule
Property 	
If A  X  B and if the sign of A is opposite to
the sign of B then the sign of X is determined
and it is equal to the sign of A 
The result of the application of these rules to
System 	 is summarized as following
Property 	
System  is not compatible with the observed
variations 
Simple change of the sign of ACL ACL 
renders it compatible and determined  The values
of nonobserved variables are PPARa LXR
a  SCAP  SREBPa  
In this case there are competitions on LXR
a SCD that are observed to lean towards the
negative directions  There are also competitions
on DD DD that are observed to be neutral 
There is no competition on FAS ACC and ACL 
Proof From Eq 	 PPARa  From Eq  LXR
aSREBP   From Eq  SCAP   From Eq 
SREBPa  
We have already some biologically interesting
results by Eq  LXRa is supposed to be un
determined that is the result of a competition
between the positive action of LXR and the neg
ative action of PUFA  Using Eq  we have shown
that the competition on LXRa should lean to
ward the negative direction  From Eq  it follows
that there is a competition on SCD	  Data on
SCD	 implies that this competition leans toward
the negative direction 
From Eq  and Property  	 SREBPa 
This is inconsistent with the previously found
value which proves that the system is incompat
ible  There is necessarily an error either in the
interactions or in the data  Let us assume that
the interactions are correct  Then considering
that data on ACL is wrong is the simplest way to
make the system compatible because Eqs 
 and
 do not force signs of FAS and ACC 
With the correction ACL  the unknown
values are determined in the same way as be
fore  From Eq 	 PPARa  From Eq  LXR
aSREBP   From Eq  SCAP   From Eq 
SREBPa   Now Eq  is satised with no com
petition  The same is true for Eqs 
 there are
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no competitions on ACC and FAS  From Eqs 
we nd that there are competitions on LXR
aSCD	 which leans towards the negative direc
tion  From Eqs 			 we nd that there are com
petitions on DD D
D  The observed variations
of DD D
D are vanishing therefore these com
petitions are neutral 
Manual resolution of a qualitative system is
only possible for small examples  In the next
section we describe an algorithm that allows the
systematic application of these rules to large sys
tems 
		 Graph valuation algorithm
Basic ideas underlying the algorithm A nat
ural way to reduce the number of unknowns in a
system of equations is to proceed by elimination 
This means to compute the value of one unknown
from an equation and then substitute this value in
all the other equations  Unfortunately in the sign
algebra the usual elimination rules do not apply
qualitative equality of undetermined quantities
is not transitive 
In the proposed algorithm we will rely on the
rules used in Section    Let us formulate them
more precisely 
 Eq   implies that the sign of !X
i
is deter
mined if sk is!X
k
 are determined and
have the same value for all the predecessors
k of the node i  This rst elementary rule
is used in the forward propagation step of
the algorithm 
 The second rule follows from Property   
Suppose that
!X
i
 sk is!X
k


P
lk
sl is!X
l

If both the signs of
P
lk
sl is!X
l
 and
s!X
i
 are determined and if they are op
posite then sk is!X
k
  s!X
i
  The
second rule is used in the backward propa
gation step of the algorithm 
In the case of a sign algebra with  value the
rst rule is unchanged while the second one needs
a straightforward adaptation 
The graph valuation algorithm
	  Initialization  All the nodes are given a
value in f  g  Observed nodes are ini
tialized with the value corresponding to the
observed variations of the concentration of
the molecules  The other nodes are initial
ized with the value   The value associated
with a node i is denoted vali 
Let us consider two sets of nodes U and T  
The nodes with values in f g are put in
T   The remaining nodes with value 
are put in U  
  Forward propagation
Create a set F that contains every node of
U that is also a successor of a node in T  
Repeat  Find a node i in F which has at
least a predecessor and such that for all pre
decessors j of i sj ivalj   or for all
predecessors j of i sj ivalj     Then
 set vali  sj ivalj
 remove i from F 
 remove the successors of i which are in
U and put them in F
 put i in T  
until no node found
  Backward propagation
Create a set B that contains every node of
U that is also a predecessor of a node in T  
Repeat  Find a node j in B which has a
successor i in T  such that
vali
P
kpredik j
sk ivalk    or
P
kpredik j
sk ivalk    Then
 valj  sj ivali
 remove j from B
 remove the predecessors of j which are
in U and put them in B
 put j in T  
until no node found
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  Alternate propagations Alternate forward
and backward propagations until no new
value is added to T  
Notice that each time that a node is valuated
it is moved to T and it never returns to F or B 
T is an increasing subset of a nite set so that
the algorithm stops 
Application to the detection of incompati
bilitiesAll the valuations introduced by the algo
rithm are unique sign choices compatible with the
equations provided by Theorem    By doing so
no compatible valuation is lost  More precisely
Property 		
The graph valuation algorithm provides a new
graph such that any compatible valuation of the
nodes in the initial graph is a compatible valua
tion of the new graph 
Nevertheless nothing guarantees that a com
patible valuation exists i e  that all Eqs   are
satised  The resulting graph may contain incom
patibilities  These incompatibilities are detected
simply by checking Eq   on each node 
Criterion to compare model and data 
If the graph output by the algorithm described
below contains a node where Eq   is not satis
ed then experimental data and the model are
incompatible 
Working example In the example M the ini
tialization is
PUFA LXR LXRa PPAR
PPARa SREBP SREBPa
ACL ACC FAS SCD	
SCAP DD D
D 
We assume that the variations of DD and D
D
are not known 
The forward propagation begins with
F  fPPARaLXRa SREBPa
SCAPD
DDDg
and ends with F  
 PPARa  from
PUFA  and PPAR SREBPa from
SREBP and SCAP from PUFA  DD
and D
D are removed from F and keep their value
 
The backward propagation begins with Bf
LXRa g and ends with B  
 LXRa
from SREBP or LXRa from ACL
SREBPa and PUFA  The second for
ward propagation begins with FfD
D DDg
and stops with F  
 but no new value for DD
or D
D 
After running the algorithm if LXRa equa
tion  is not satised at node ACL and if LXR
a equation  is not satised at node SREBP 
This shows a contradiction between the model
and the values assigned to some nodes by exper
imental data or hypothesis 
The graph valuation algorithm is not complete
for the resolution of linear qualitative systems 
As a consequence the algorithm concludes only
when it detects an incompatibility or when all the
values are determined 
 Assessment of competitions
The graph valuation algorithm aims at detect
ing incompatibilities or producing compatible val
uations  Nevertheless even when these tasks are
successful the result may be dicult to use  If for
instance data is wrong for a node that happens
to be very connected to the rest of the graph
then many incompatibilities appear and it is dif
cult to localize and to correct the error  Also if
there are not enough observations then compat
ible valuations are produced in huge number  It
is dicult to extract useful biological information
from this situation 
In this section we develop another approach
that exploits the global qualitative information on
the propagation of inuences on the graph  This
approach is complementary to the graph valua
tion algorithm since it identies competition pro
cesses and the places where these occur 
CompetitionsAs already explained we say that
there is a competition or a balance on a node i
if the right side of the Eq  is equal to   The
biological interpretation of this indetermination
is that the node i is submitted to competitive
actions of dierent signs 
This denition can be extended to any equation
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connecting i to other nodes in the graph instead
of Eq  related to the predecessors of a node i 
Such equations are provided by Theorem  
 that
can be applied to every subgraph G containing i 
Then we say that there is a competition on a
node i when there exists an equation whose left
side is sX
i
 and whose right side is equal to  
Set of equations describing the sign of vari
ation of a variable X
i

Let M  I fEg A s
be a network with no positive loop in the interior
of I and such that the sign function s is constant
within the entire range of parameter variations 
Let us focus on a variable X
i

with index i

in
the model M   From Theorem  
 as soon as
X
i

is an internal variable of a subgraph G of M 
the sign of variation of X
i

can be expressed as a
combination of the signs of paths starting on the
boundary of G and never coming back to it
	G  IX
i



G
s!X
i


X
j inG
j i

 P

G
sj   i

s!X
j

	
The set of equations describing the variable X
i

is the set of equations 	 for all subgraphs G
such that X
i

is an internal variable of G 
Example of SREBP In the working example
of lipogenesis let us consider the variable X 
SREBP  We want to determine all the subgraphs
G that contain X as an internal variable  A nec
essary and sucient condition is that G contains
all the predecessors of X  that is LXRa  In
each subgraph G SREBP is determined by all
the paths that start from the boundary of G and
never go back to it  Notice that any path ar
riving in SREBP contains LXRa  If it is longer
than the path LXRa  SREBP it must contain
PUFA or LXR that both belong to the bound
ary of

G since they are connected to the exte
rior  Hence there are three paths to SREBP
that start from the boundary of such subgraphs
G and never come back to it  They are given in
Table  together with the set of equations asso
ciated to SREBP 
Paths appearing in an equation 	 Let
PM contain all paths of M that appear in an
equation 	  Hence a path j   i belongs to
PM if there exists a subgraph G  I such that
j belongs to the boundary of G and j   i is an
internal path of G  The reasoning detailed in the
example allows to characterize this set  A full
proof is given in the Appendix 
Property 
A path j   i  I belongs to PM i predj  

and no node of j   i except possibly j is con
nected to the exterior E  
If so there exists a subgraph G such that the
variations of X
i
satisfy
s!X
i
  s!X
j
sj   i

P
k   
in
G
k   i   P

G
k   i  j   i
sk   is!X
k

Example of SREBPa Let us x X SREBP
a  As an application of Property  	 seven paths
start from the boundary of a graph G such that
X 

G and the path never come back to the
boundary  They are given in Table  together
with the equations describing SREBPa  Notice
that Eq  	  and 	 correspond to eq  	

	 and 	 in which sP

s!PUFA has been re
placed by sP
 
s!SCAP  This corresponds to
the particular case of SCAP whose only prede
cessor is PUFA so that SCAP can be considered
either on the boundary or in the interior of a sub
graph G providing two dierent equations 
In
uences Property  	 suggests the following
denition  For a path j   i  PM we say that
s!X
j
sj   i is the inuence of j   i on the
variable X
i
 
Let us also dene the sets of positive and neg
ative inuences acting on X
i
 denoted by I

i
and I

i 
I

i  fj   i  PM j  O
s!X
j
sj   i  g
I

i  fj   i  PM j  O
s!X
j
sj   i   g
The set of all inuences is denoted by Ii 
Ii  I

i  I

i
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PUFA  [+]
LXR-a
LXR  [+]
EXT
SREBP  [-]
P
 
 LXRa SREBP
P

 PUFA   LXRa   SREBP
P

 LXR  LXRa SREBP
sSREBP

	 sP
 
sLXRa


sSREBP

	 sP

sPUFA

 sP

sLXR 



Table 	
System of qualitative equations describing the variations of SREBP sign of inuences associated to each
path  The graph is restricted to nodes having an inuence on SREBP such that this inuence possibly
starts from the boundary PPAR PUFA LXR but does not come back to it 
Examples of SREBP and SREBPa The
observed variations are !PUFA  !SREBP
  and !LXR  so that the positive and the
negative inuences are
I

SREBP  fP
	
g
I

SREBP  fP

g
I

SREBPa  fP


g
I

SREBPa  fP

 P

 P

 P

g
The inuence of paths starting from LXRa and
SCAP is not taken into account since the varia
tions of these molecules are not observed 
Counterbalanced in
uences In Table  the
right sides of Eqs  	 	
 and 	 are undeter
mined since they are the sums of at least two
terms of dierent signs  This means that there
are competitions on SREBP and SREBPa  The
observation of SREBP shows that the competi
tion between P

and P
	
leans toward the nega
tive direction we say that the inuence of P
	
is counterbalanced by the inuence of P

  Since
SREBPa is not observed we can say that the in
uence of P


is counterbalanced by the inuence
of P

 P

 P

 P

 but we do not know the inclina
tion of the competition 
This example justies the following
Denition 
The set of counterbalanced inuences on i is de
noted by Ci  It is dened as follows
 if i is observed the inuence of j   i is
counterbalanced if it is dierent from the
variation of X
i
 i e  if s!X
j
sj   i 
s!X
i
  Then
if s!X
i
   then Ci  I

i
if s!X
i
    then Ci  I

i
if s!X
i
   then Ci  Ii
 If i is not observed the inuence of j  
i is counterbalanced if there exists another
path k   i whose inuence on X
i
has a
dierent sign i e  if I

i and I

i are
both nonempty  Then
 if i  O I

i  
 and I

i  
 then
Ci  Ii
 if i  O I

i  
 or I

i  
 then
Ci  
 
A direct consequence of the denition is that an
inuence which is not counterbalanced absorbs all
the inuences in the equations it appears in so
that it does not introduce indeterminations
Property 	
If a path j   i is not counterbalanced then the
sign of its inuence on the node i is the same as
the sign of !X
i
 
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PUFA  [+]
LXR-a
SREBP-a
SCAP
LXR  [+]
EXT
SREBP  [-]
P

 PUFA SREBPa
P

 SREBP SREBPa
P

 PUFA  LXRa SREBP SREBPa
P

 PUFA SCAP SREBPa
P

 LXRa SREBP SREBPa
P

 LXR  LXRa SREBP SREBPa
P
 	
 SCAP SREBPa
sSREBPa 	 sP

sPUFA

 sP

sSREBP

 sP

sPUFA



sSREBPa 	 sP

sLXRa  sP

sPUFA

 sP

sPUFA



sSREBPa 	 sP

sLXR

 sP

sPUFA

 sP

sPUFA

 sP

sPUFA



sSREBPa 	 sP

sPUFA

 sP

sSREBP

 sP
 	
sSCAP


sSREBPa 	 sP

sLXRa  sP

sPUFA

 sP
 	
sSCAP

sSREBPa 	 sP

sLXR

 sP

sPUFA

 sP

sPUFA

 sP
 	
sSCAP


Table 
System of qualitative equations describing the variations of SREBPa sign of inuences associated to
each path 
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To summarize inuences are counterbalanced
when they compete with other inuences  When
we can observe which is the result of this compe
tition the counterbalanced inuence is the dom
inated one  Inuences are not counterbalanced
either if they are noncompeting or if they dom
inate their competitors 
Examples In the example of SREBPa positive
inuences I

SREBPa  fP


g compete with
negative ones I

SREBPa  fP

 P

 P

 P

g
for determining the unknown sign of the variation
of SREBPa  All these inuences are considered
to be counterbalanced
CSREBPa  ISREBPa
 fP


 P

 P

 P

 P

g
The observed negative variation of SREBP
implies that positive inuences are dominated
hence counterbalanced
CSREBP  I

SREBP  fP
	
g
Redundant and essential in
uences Let us
consider the inuences of P
 
and P

on SREBP 
The observed sign of SREBP implies that P
 
is
dominated thus counterbalanced by P

  With
no loss we can skip P
 
in our analysis of inu
ences  We can not skip P

  We say that P

is
essential while P
 
is redundant  Let us now con
sider the inuences of P


and P

on SREBPa 
These two inuences are competing but we do
not know which one wins  We decide to consider
that both are redundant 
Generally we call essential those inuences
that can not be skipped without loss  The dis
cussion of the examples justies the following
Denition 
A path is said to have an essential inuence on
a node i if it belongs to the set Ei dened as
follows
Ei  fj   i  j

 j j
 
     j
l
 i  Ii
	  k  l j   j
k
 Ckg
Essentially balanced nodes Let us consider
LXRa  It collects two essential inuences of dif
ferent signs from PUFA and LXR  We say that
LXRa is essentially balanced 
Let us also consider SREBP  This node collects
two competing inuences P
 
and P

  Neverthe
less we know that P
 
is dominated hence re
dundant  We say that SREBP is not essentially
balanced 
More generally we have the following
Denition 
An observed variable X
i
is said to be essentially
balanced if it collects essential inuences that are
also counterbalanced i e  if Ei  Ci  
 
A non observed variable X
i
is said to be essen
tially balanced if it collects essential inuences
with opposite signs that is Ei  I

i  
 and
Ei  I

i  
 
An essential balance on a variable X
i
gathers
competing inuences such that no information al
lows to say that one of the competing inuences
has been previously absorbed in a previous com
petition  This implies that the essential balance
is localized precisely at the node i  The variation
of X
i
gives the inclination of the competition 
From the above discussion it follows
Criterion to compare model and data 
Let us consider a model of molecular inuences 
Let us consider that the interaction graph con
tains no positive loop made of nodes that are
not connected to the exterior  Let X
i
be a vari
able that collects essential inuences i e  Ei  
 
Then several situations are possible
  X
i
is essentially balanced  Then there is
a nonredundant competition process local
ized at i  IfX
i
is observed we can say which
one of the competing inuences is dominat
ing 
	  X
i
is not essentially balanced and all the
collected essential inuences have the same
sign 
If X
i
is observed then
a if the sign of !X
i
coincides with the
one of the essential inuences then we
can say nothing 
b if the sign of !X
i
is dierent from
the one of the essential inuences then
there is probably an error in data 
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Complementarity with the graph valuation
algorithm As already stated the assessment of
competitions is not devoted to proving incompati
bilities  For instance the case b of the Criterion
 suggests but does not prove the presence of
an error  Its utility is not obvious in our simple
working example but should appear from its ap
plication to more complex networks  Case b of
Criterion  is a hint for the location of the error 
Case 	 of Criterion  is obviously useful as
it allows to localize nonredundant competitions 
These nonredundant competitions are usually
important regulation checkpoints 
Working example and biological discus
sion
Computation on the graph related to the work
ing examples M of regulation of lipid synthesis
showed that there are competitions on  nodes
among 		 LXRa SREBP SREBPa ACL
ACC FAS SCD	 DD D
D  However some of
these competitions are redundant  Among the 
counterbalanced paths  are essential  Essen
tially balanced nodes are LXRa ACL and SCD	
DD and D
D 
 LXRa collects nonredundant competitive
paths 
 ACL collects four essential negative inu
ences and no essential positive inuence 
This suggests that the data on ACL is false 
The system has to be studied more pre
cisely in order to check whether there is a
real incompatibility between the model and
the data  A way to do this is by using the
methods of the previous section  An alter
native way is a rened assessment of compe
titions see the paragraph improvements 
 SCD	 DD and D
D are observed nodes
that collect essential negative and posi
tive inuences  This suggests that a non
redundant competition occurs on each of
these nodes 
The observed negative variation on SCD	
suggests that the negative path through
SREBP dominates the positive path
through PPAR 
Consequently two points can be extracted from
such an analysis at the SCD	 level the nega
tive pathway containing SREBP dominates the
positive pathway containing PPAR  At the ACL
level the data on ACL should be checked care
fully or paths in the model leading to ACL should
be studied in detail 
Improvements Our discussion of competitions
aims at identing and localizing essential com
petitions  Let us describe modications of the
denitions that allow us to rene the analysis 
Denitions     declare redundant inu
ences that compete with others even if the result
of the competition is unknown  We have did so in
order to localize essential competitions once they
occur somewhere competitions are transported
along the graph as nonessential 
With altered denitions we can identify and lo
calize incompatibilities  Let us change the Deni
tion   of counterbalanced inuences by skipping
its second part  This means deciding that inu
ences of dierent signs on an unobserved node are
not counterbalanced  Then according to Deni
tion   the redundant inuences are only those
that are dominated somewhere  Hence the case
b of the Criterion  identies an incompatibil
ity it is impossible to act with nondominated
inuences of even sign on a node and to obtain
a dierent sign on the node  This is actually the
case of the node ACL in our working example 
This node collects nondominated negative inu
ences and one dominated positive inuence 
Thus by altering Denitions     we can de
tect incompatilities but we can no longer localize
competitions  In order to satisfy both purposes
we can introduce two types of redundancy one
suitable for incompatibility detection the other
for localizing competitions 
 Application to an extended model of the
synthesis of fatty acids
We applied the graph valuation algorithm and
the essential balance computation to an extended
model of the synthesis of fatty acids shown in Fig 
  The model contains  products and 		 in
teractions implied in the synthesis metabolism 
The product list includes ACL ACC DD D
D
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FAS LXR PPAR PUFA SCAP SCD	 that
were introduced in the working example given
in Fig  	  Compared to the working exam
ple this new model includes neither the active
forms of SREBP and LXR nor SCAP  The model
was obtained as a compilation of interactions ex
tracted from the litterature  Notice that in this
model only the nodes without predecessors that
is INS and retinoid are connected to the ex
terior  Hence we suppose implicitely that the
model is complete enough to explain all the pos
sible actions among products 
We have used a theoretical experimental set
of measurements for 	
 products built as a re
sult of a virtual experimentation on fasted an
imals  Hence we suppose that PUFA PPAR
LXR ACL increase while ACC D
D FAS and
SREBP decrease 
Backwardforward algorithm The backward
forward algorithm states that the system of qual
itative equations is incompatible with the set of
data  The qualitative equation that cannot be
satised by the data is the equation correspond
ing to ACL 
Essential balances The result of the computa
tion of essential balances is shown in Table   Six
products are essentially balanced among which
DD D
D SCD	 and SREBP  In the working
example an essential balance occured on the ac
tive form of LXR denoted LXRa it cannot occur
in this model since LXRa is not considered any
more  Hence the essential balance on LXRa on
the working example is shifted in the new model
as a balance on the successor of LXRa that is
SREBP 
	
 products collect only positive pure inu
ences  Four of them were supposed to be positive
during the experimentation which is conrmed
by the analysis  The other 	 products collect
only positive inuences meaning that either they
are balanced either they incline in the positive
direction 
	 products collect only negative pure inu
ences  Among them ACL FACE and FDFT	
were supposed to incline in the positive direc
tion during the experimentation  We suspect that
there is an error in the data 
Nothing can be said about the 	 products that
do not collect eseential inuence 
Backwardforward algorithm on a cor
rected set of data The backwardforward al
gorithm on the set of data stated that the set of
data was not compatible with the model  The
computation of essential balances suggested that
the data on ACL FACE and FDFT	 were false 
Hence we propose as a new set of data the fol
lowing set
 PUFA CPT
A LXR RAET
C
PPAR
 DD SREBF
 ACC FAS
HMGCR LDLR ACL FACE
FDFT

Then the backwardforward algorithm termi
nates so that this set of data is compatible 
Finally the backwardforward algorithm states
that the inclinaison of nonobserved values sug
gested by the essential balanced algorithm is com
patible with the interaction graph 
 PUFA CPT
A LXR RAET
C
PPAR ACS ABCA
 DD
SCD
 ABCD APOE CDL
ADAM

 CYPA
 FBXO
FABP
 HMGCS LPL MTP
UCP VLDL TG
 DD SREBF
 ACC FAS
HMGCR LDLR ACL FACE
FDFT

 Remarks and conclusion
In this paper we have discussed how a qual
itative theoretical model of a mixed gene and
metabolic network can be confronted to DNA
microarray and metabolic data 
Using a dierential description of dynamics we
have obtained quantitative equations connecting
the theoretical variations of genes and metabolic
products to the changes of the external condi
tions  In their linear version that connects small
variations of genes and products these equations
are analogous to the discrete linear Laplace equa
tions on graphs that have been studied in the
context of Markov chains Chung and Yau 
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essentially bal
anced
positive essen
tially inuenced
negatively essen
tially inuenced
no essentially inu
enced
data   PUFA CPT	A
LXR RAET	C
PPAR
ACL FACE
FDFT	
data   D
D SREBF	 ACC FAS
HMGCR LDLR
no data ACS ABCA	
DD SCD	
ABCD APOE
CDL ADAM		
CYPA	
FBXO FABP	
HMGCS LPL
MTP UCP
VLDL TG
APOA
E FABPFDPS
G
PC GPAM
HMGCS
MAPK	
MAPK	 ME	
PCSK S	
THRSP
ACADVL ALB
BACH C	 	 n 
FABP	 C	 	 n 
GK HMGCS	
INS KLK	
PIKCG PPARG
PPAT PT
PRBRGS	

RPL T		
retinoid
Table 
Computation of essential inuences on the extended model of the synthesis of fatty acids shown in Fig 
  The computation suggests that competitions occur in D
D SREBP ACS ABCA	 DD and SCD	 
Moreover the competition should incline in the negative direction in D
D and SREBP  The computation
also suggest that the data about ACL FACE and FDFT	 have to be corrected  Finally the computation
suggests that ACS ABCA	 DD and SCD	 either incline in the positive direction or collect a competi
tion process  Similarly ABCD APOE CDL ADAM		 CYPA	 FBXO FABP	 HMGCS LPL
MTP UCP and VLDL TG either incline in the negative direction or collect a competition process 
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order to calculate the variations we have to com
pute the matrix inverse of the Jacobian of the
dierential dynamical system  This matrix in
verse is in fact the discrete Green function of the
problem  Contrary to Chung and Yau 
we have not searched for explicit formulas for the
Green function dicult to obtain for irregular
graphs but we have emphasized how one node
collects inuences from the other nodes  A similar
path representation of the Green function is used
in statistical mechanics Campanino and Petritis
 
We have extended the quantitative equations
to the case of large variations of the products
and we have established general linear qualitative
equations that are valid both for small and large
variations  The validity of the approach relies on
uniform signs of the interaction coecients ele
ments of the Jacobian within the range of the
experimental conditions 
We have introduced the graph valuation algo
rithm that can reduce or solve the qualitative
system  The computation rules are not those of
usual linear spaces but belong to the sign alge
bra 
When the qualitative system is incompatible it
is generally dicult to propose corrections  When
it is compatible we may obtain many solutions 
For this reason we have also introduced a comple
mentary approach which is the study of compe
titions  This approach treats all nodes on equal
footing  It does not prove incompatibilities but it
identies biologically important competition pro
cesses and the places where they occur 
The analysis of the examples taken from the
regulation of lipogenesis suggests that this type
of methods could be used to optimize experimen
tal protocols  The optimization criteria are not
formalized here  Nevertheless as a general rule
if a node is observed we would like to have obser
vations as complete as possible on its predeces
sors  In the working example SCAP is not ob
served  Instead we have predicted the sign of its
variation  The experimental knowledge of SCAP
variation would further facilitate the localization
of the discovered incompatibility between inter
action and data 
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Appendix  Proofs
Proof of Property  From
 F
i
 X
i
  C it fol
lows that for any xed

X
i
 F
i
X
i


X
i
 depends
monotonically on X
i
  Furthermore F
i
becomes
negative for large enough X
i
  As it is positive
for X
i
  by the intermediate value theorem it
vanishes somewhere  Eq  has an unique solution
X
i
  
i


X
i
 for any

X
i
  The dierential of
 
i
follows from the implicit function theorem 
Proof of Theorem  From Eq   it follows
X
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  
X
j

G

B
ij
X
kinG
F
j
X
k
X
k
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where

B 

A
 
 
Let us consider the following wellknown prop
erty of the inverse matrix Bloom 	

A
 
ij
  	
ij
detM
ji

det

A

where M
ij
is the minor obtained by deleting line
i and column j in matrix

A 
Furthermore it is a simple exercise Bloom
	 to show that
M
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




 	
ij
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j i

 	
l
j i
a
j i
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j i
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if i  j
det

A
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if i  j
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where j   i is any path leading from j to i with
no loop l
j i
is the length of the path a
j i
is the
product of elements of

A along this path

A
j i
c
is the principal minor dened by the set of indices
complementary to those in the path  Convention
ally det

A

G
c
 	 determinant of the empty ma
trix 
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Using Eqs  it follows
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We can identify in the sum the contributions of
direct one arc and indirect at least two arcs
paths from the boundary to the interior  Thus
X
i
P
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a
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
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C
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from which it follows Eq  
Proof of Theorem  The existence of a so
lution of the nonlinear Dirichlet problem Eq  is
a rather standard mathematical result based on
Eqs 			 Radulescu et al    The unique
ness of such a solution follows from the absence of
positive loops in the interior of G Thomass con
jecture proven in Soule   Thus the unique
solution of Eq  can be represented as a function

X
G
  
G


X
G
  The dierential of  
G
is the so
lution of the linear Dirichlet problem given by
Eq   Integrating this dierential on the segment
connecting

X	

X and passing to sign algebra we
nd Eq 	  We also need the fact that all internal
moduli are positive which by Property   follows
from the absence of positive loops 
Proof of Property  If there are no positive
loops then it can be shown see Soule Soule
 that the signs of the principal minors of
the Jacobian det

A are alternating  Thus
signdet

A
fjg
c
   	


G 
signdet

A
j i
c
   	


Gl
j i
 
sign

A
jj
  signa
jj
   	
from which it follows that all the moduli are pos
itive 
Proof of Property  If P  j   i 
j j
 
     i contains an intermediate node j
k
that
is connected to the exterior then for every sub
graph G j
k
belongs to the boundary of G hence
P 	 P

G
 
Conversely if P contains no intermediate node
connected to the exterior E let G  fj


j j
 
     j
n
 ig 
kn
predj
k
g  Then P 
P

G
 j  inG hence P  PM 
In order to prove the second part of the Prop
erty Theorem  
 can be applied to G 
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Figure   Interaction graph for an extended model of regulation of the synthesis of fatty acids  The model
contains  nodes and 		 interactions  	
 products are supposed to be observed  The list of products is
given in Table  
